

USS Delphyne 9901.11


Host Nicke_AGM says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

FCO_Wall says:
::at FC on bridge, entering in a course to take us out of the cloud and engages 1/10th impulse::

CTO_Psion says:
::At tactical going over sensors::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: standing on the bridge of the other Delphyne ::

XO_Grant says:
:: ON bridge examing data::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the captain looks around the empty bridge

OPS_Lynam says:
:;At Ops working on comm badge design.::

CMORevvik says:
::in sickbay running tests on the recently returned crew::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@<COMPUTER>:  Locate Mr. Grant.

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for temporal anomalies::

XO_Grant says:
MR.Lynham: Inform me when the new badges are ready

FCO_Wall says:
XO: on our way, I hope we can leave this thing

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans immediate vicinity for any enemy vessels::

XO_Grant says:
*Mr,Revvik*: What have you learned from the recovered crew?

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: I'd like your opinion Mr. Psion.  Will a tachyon emmission be traceable across a temporal anomaly?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@<COMPUTER>: Is there anyone on board this ship?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the computer answers yes...one

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: aye sir, almost done.

XO_Grant says:
FCO: Acknowledged

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the bridge doors open.....what appears to be Madred enters the bridge

CMORevvik says:
*XO* I am processing the data now sir...

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Scanning no ships in our vicinity.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: Sighs to himself.  Walks over to the FCO panel to try to ascertain the ships position ::

XO_Madred says:
@::Looks at Kem'et:: CO: Captain ............

XO_Madred says:
@::sees him at the Flight Controls:: CO: Captain ...... what are you doing?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: looks up feeling the D'ktagh :: Jafo: Madred?

XO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged, Any progress on ascertaining the nature of this cloud?

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: I reccomend we launch a probe containing a recorded warning message to the Outpost.  I also reccomend we launch a probe back down our original course to transmit to starfleet once clear of the cloud.

XO_Madred says:
@CO: Aye sir ........ are you feeling allright?  Another case of the flu?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: notes the phaser he left resting on the TAC console near 'Madred'::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@Jafo:  What are you talking about?  Do you know where we are?

FCO_Wall says:
::puts course for warp jump course on standby, taps fingers on panel::

CMORevvik says:
*XO* It appears their quatam patter is fluxuating, as if they are existing in more than one place at once? ::a little bafled::

CTO_Psion says:
XO: Still analyzing sir.

XO_Grant says:
OPS: Launch the warning probe, get it allocated from Mr.Psion

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Delphyne continues manuevering through the cloud::

CMORevvik says:
<pattern>

CEOLefler says:
All: Honestly I am all out of ideas. Let me know if you want anything fixed.

XO_Madred says:
@::looks at Kem'et and furrows his brow:: CO: Of course I do ..... same place we have been for four years.  USS Frampton ...... NCC 75329.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: Scowls at Madred :: Jafo:  :: yelling:: FOUR YEARS!?  I just got here.  What are you talking about Jafo?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: crew members unknown to Capt Kem'et start filling the bridge

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: I need a probe allocated for a recorded message for the Federation outpost and I need toknow about the Tachyon burst.

XO_Madred says:
::looks from Kem'et to his data PADD and reads for a moment:: Computer: What is the ETA to the edge Lytle Nebula?  ::lowers his face to Kem'et again::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: staggers backward a few steps, turns to look out view screen ::

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: You need some help with those locator badges?

CTO_Psion says:
OPS: I have allocated a probe for you.  I shall notify you about the tachyon burst.

XO_Madred says:
CO: Perhaps I should you to sick bay ......... have the Doctor look you over.  You have not been right for months, ever since that Klingon woman on Risa

XO_Grant says:
CEO: See if you can improve the manufacturing process for the badges that Mr. Lynham is making

XO_Madred says:
@<COmputer> XO: Outer edge of the Lytle Nebula in ten minutes ............

Host CO_Kemet says:
@ XO Jafo:  :: pauses :: Come with me to the RR Jafo.

CEOLefler says:
XO: Understood sir.

CTO_Psion says:
::Initiates tachyon burst::

XO_Madred says:
@::nods and follows behind him passing quickly through the RR doors and moves to a replicator:: COmputer: Raktajino ...... extra strong ..... ::watis::

FCO_Wall says:
::monitors FC panel::

XO_Grant says:
MR.Psion: Any ideas on how to disperse this cloud ?

XO_Madred says:
@::takes the two cups as they materialize and hands one to the CO:: CO: Always helps you sleep ...........

CEOLefler says:
::Stands next to Lynams stations and reviews design for loactor badges::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  I know this is going to sound... well crazy, but I'm not supposed to be here.  I just got here.  What happened to the Delphyne?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the cloud shows fluctuations again

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: scowls at cup... wondering if maybe he should sleep ::

CMORevvik says:
::waiting for the XO's reply::

XO_Madred says:
@::looks at Kem'et:: CO: Delphyne?  I am not familiar with any Federation ship with that name ..........

XO_Madred says:
@Computer: Call up Starfleet service record for USS Delphyne .... NCC ........ ::looks at kem'et::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: SCO picks up the energy readings agian

XO_Grant says:
*CMO*: Did you have something to report?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  And I don't know what ship we're on.  I'm CO of the Delphyne, you used to be my CEO.  :: starts to feel dizzy ::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  No known possibilities to disperse the cloud sir.

XO_Madred says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Computer: Carry out request without NCC number .........

FCO_Wall says:
XO: we seem to be moving toward the edge of the cloud, but the way thing have been happening this could be false readings

XO_Madred says:
@<Computer> XO: Working ..............

XO_Grant says:
FCO: acknowledged

CMORevvik says:
::looks at smidge annoyed:: *XO* yes I did,  Their Quatam Signature is fluxuating, as if they are in more than one place at the same time...

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: shakes head :: XO:  If this is all right, why was the bridge completely deserted when I got there?  What's happening here Jafo?

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends designs to Lefler for input.::

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: I think we can increase the power of the signal bursts if we.....::taps modifications into computer design::

CMORevvik says:
*XO* I could use someone who is more versed than I am in Quatam sciences...

XO_Madred says:
@CO: captain ........ I have no knowledge of anything you are speaking of.  I have been your Executive Officer for 4 years ...... during that time you and I have served aboard the USS Frampton ........ she is an Intrepid class vessel, tasked with annihilating the Vulcan horde.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: starts trying to remember physics and space time studies ::

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Any help you can give chief.  But we better step on it.

CTO_Psion says:
::Moves to science station and remodulates temporal scanners...setting a contiuous scan across several phased amplitudes::

XO_Grant says:
CTO: prepare a group of quantum torpedos , link them to detonate simultaneously in a spherical pattern near the center of this cloud. And hold them on standby

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: Laughs outloud :: Jafo:  Vulcan Horde?  That's rediculous?  It's illogical for the Vulcans to declare war.  What are you trying to pull here.

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Launches probe toward Fed Outpost.::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the captain is not sure if he is losing his mind or not

FCO_Wall says:
::looks over to Lynam to see how he is progressing::

XO_Madred says:
@<Computer>XO: USS Delphyne, NCC 45264, destroyed stardate 8810.23 while investigating dissapearance of USS Enterprise, NCC 1701-A.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: he notices a slight fluctuation of his surroundings

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: What about the message beacon for Starfleet?

XO_Grant says:
OPS: Launch your beacon first

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: closes eyes and attempts to steady himself, wondering if a battle may be coming ::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Beacon is away sir.

XO_Madred says:
@::looks at the Captain:: CO: You of all people should know that logic is the last thing you should expect from a Vulcan ...... ::practically spits the name out::

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: Well thats as good as these little guys are gonna get. We better start repliacting them.

XO_Madred says:
CO: Captain ..... have a seat ...... ::motions him to his chair behind the desk:: Computer: All stop ...........

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: I agree, lets get 'em distributed.

CTO_Psion says:
OPS: Can the transorter scanners lock onto any signatures from our former crewmembers?

XO_Madred says:
@<Computer> XO: Engines answering all stop ...........

XO_Grant says:
*CMO*: Interesting report . Share your results with Mr. Psion

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: sits, rubs head ::

CMORevvik says:
*XO* aye...

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: The badge desin is ready sir.  Chief Lefler and I are replicating them and distributing them now, should take about twenty minutes.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Captain wonders if he had any blood wine the night before.....

XO_Madred says:
@::looks the Captain straight in the eye:: CO: Okay, I need to know, sir ...... you know regulations on this kind of matter.  Are you loosing your mind?  ::Waits quite serious about the question and Kem'et suddenly sees the phaser strapped to Madred's waist for the first time::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: opens eyes :: Jafo:  Look, something is not right here.  Do I strike you as being in the right place?

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: Fastest way to distribute them will be send the design to all the access panels and have the replicators make them all over the ship. Then advice the crew to supply themselves.

CMORevvik says:
*Psion* I have some interesting data for you to study... I am sending it at this ::suddenly holds head, shakes it off:: momen..t.....

XO_Madred says:
@::sighs:: CO: You are in the same place you have been for the last four years sir ....... ::clearly getting irritated::

XO_Grant says:
MR.Lynham & Mr.Lefler: Good work Just for good measure put a badge for Kem'et on the Captain's Chair

CMORevvik says:
::hits a button and the data is instantly ushered to Psions panel::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: smiles at Jafo, feeling comforted :: XO:  There is no way you will use that thing on me.

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Roger that, I'm sending it now along with instructions.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Psion says:
::Looks at console::

XO_Grant says:
MR.Psion: See if you can search for others with our shared quantum cellular signature as per CMO 's report.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: knows that jafo would prefer a different weapon ::

XO_Madred says:
@::looks at him and leans back:: CO: Interesting you should say that, given our history.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sends design parameters and shipwide message to all replicators.::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@Jafo: Our history?

CTO_Psion says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Begins scanning internal sensors for similar quantum signatures::

CEOLefler says:
::Takes badge and takes an extra 2.:: Grant: Here you go sir. ::Gives badge to Grant, puts other one on Captains chair::

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Chief, would you do the honors for us up here?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: judging how quickly he can get to Jafo with his Dktagh before he can draw the phaser ::

XO_Madred says:
@::leans in:: CO: Now I am willing to give you all the benefit of the doubt on this ..... but you are skirting really close to the edge of an administrative withdrawal here ....... tell me what you are not clear on.  I will clear it up for you.

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: Gladly. ::Hands Lynam badge::

FCO_Wall says:
::looks at distance on says were continuing to getting closer to edge of cloud, but still have a ways to go::

CTO_Psion says:
XO: Scans have yet to turn anything up.  Reinitiating them.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  Nevermind.  I'm fine, I just have a headache.  What is our position ?  :: stands and moves a little closer ::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Startled:: CEO: Do you have an express turbolift to the bridge we don't know about?

XO_Grant says:
Mr.Lefler: Can you modify transporters to lock onto that quantum signature?

XO_Madred says:
@::wonders about Kemet's concern about his phaser, noting the one strapped to the CO's waist next to his knife::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION:  Internal sensers pick up varying signals.........can't lock on any

XO_Madred says:
@::looks at him with a raised eyebrow:: CO: We are holding approximately 1,000 meters outside the Lytle Nebula.

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Internal sensors verify signal, but insufficient to lock on with transporters.

XO_Madred says:
@CO: Shall we get back to the task at hand, then?

CEOLefler says:
Grant: Aye sir. They can lock. Put I can't guarantee you they will be able to transport

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  Yes, let's go.

XO_Grant says:
Mr.Lefler: Consider modifying the Heisenberg uncertaintity compensators to resonate at the quantum signature that might do the trick

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  Take us in. :: wondering what to do next ::

XO_Madred says:
@::stands turning the chair back to face the Captain's desk properly:: and follows him back onto the bridge::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Crew of the Delphyne see a transparent figure ot the captain on the bridge for a moment then it fades......The captain begins feeling strange

CMORevvik says:
::head throbs again..::

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Try locking on to the more mundane signals, the personal locater and the distress beacon.

XO_Madred says:
@::moves out onto the bridge:: Computer: Resume previous heading and speed .......

XO_Grant says:
::Tosses the badge at the captain

FCO_Wall says:
ALL: did you see that!!

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: struggling to remain steady ::

CEOLefler says:
::Nodds at XO. A bit inpressed by Grant's technical knowlede::

CMORevvik says:
::administers a hypo, it does a little good, but not much::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: sits in chair :: XO:  Weapons status?

XO_Grant says:
ALL: Something is happening

CTO_Psion says:
::Scanning the signature of the form::

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Puts on new badge::

XO_Madred says:
@::moves to the station:: CO: Tri cobalt devices are powered and standing by ...... Captain, do you still insist on using the tri cobalt, they are awfully low powered for this job?  ::waits::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the form fades

FCO_Wall says:
XO: i believe that was the capt for a brief moment?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: knows that if there is going to be a battle, he better be prepared ::

XO_Grant says:
:: Thinks that another burst of tachyons might do the trick::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  What would you suggest then XO?

XO_Grant says:
FCO: I agree

CMORevvik says:
::Psion... Can you do anything to stop these people down here to keep from being taken back?::

FCO_Wall says:
::looks over at Lynam::

XO_Madred says:
@::looks stunned:: CO: Well, Captain, the type XX disruptors would do the job much faster ........

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Can you lock onto the badge's locater signals?

XO_Grant says:
MR.Lynham: Can you Flood the bridge with tachyons?

CTO_Psion says:
::Revvik...I apologize to inform you that I do not have a method::

FCO_Wall says:
::looks up at view screen::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: yes sir.

XO_Madred says:
@::begins the intensive sweep of the nebula looking for their quarry::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: wonders just how Klingon he is in this place, takes a guess :: XO:  I've made a decision.  Live with it.

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: Doing that now. It should work. Unless you designed these wrong. ::Sarcastically smiles at Lynam::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the form of the captain agains phases in slightly

XO_Grant says:
MR: Lynham : do it

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans the form of the captain::

XO_Madred says:
@::looks down at the Captain's words:: CO: Of course, sir ...........

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: feels odd again, glad he is sitting.  Wonders about he and 'this' Jafo's history ::

FCO_Wall says:
All: there he is again!! ::stares::

CTO_Psion says:
::Compares the quantum signature of both scans as well as the signtures of hte delphyne crew::

XO_Grant says:
:: Uses hand and arm signals to tell captain of quantum signature::

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: heck no, I put a good thirty minutes of thought into those beauties.

XO_Madred says:
@CO: Tri-Cobalt devices are powered up ........ ::sees the blip on sensors:: CO: I have the Vulcan ship ...... it is trying to use the Nebula to mask itself ..... perhaps not as damaged as we were led to believe ......

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  Move to attack position. :: not knowing why ::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: The form of the captain continues to phase in and out.....

XO_Madred says:
@Computer: Intercept course ..... attack posture .......

CMORevvik says:
::Psion... that is all right... just do what you can::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: feeling out of sorts, seeing other forms fading in and out ::

FCO_Wall says:
::notices the capt appears to be sitting in mid air...strange::

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: Great. The lives of the crew depend on 30 min of Lynams already overly taxed mind.

XO_Madred says:
@::glances down at the Captain and notices the phaser this time ..... :: CO: Sir, I think they are trying to beam you out ........ increasing power to the screens.

XO_Madred says:
<phasing>

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  What?

XO_Grant says:
FCO: Eta to edge of cloud?

CTO_Psion says:
OPS: Attempt to boost the power of the transporters.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: gives him something else to think about :: XO: Then you'd have your own vessel.  Worry about firing.  Understood?

XO_Madred says:
@CO: You appear to be materializing and rematerializing at random .... the Vulcans may be trying to beam you to there ship.  After all, they have much greater range to their transporters ........ I think I can compensate.

FCO_Wall says:
XO: 15 min

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Shall I try to pin a badge on the Captain when he fades in more solidly?

XO_Grant says:
FCO: Try increasing speed to 0.20 impulse

XO_Madred says:
@::looks at the Captain:: CO: Aye sir ............... ::powers down the improvements to the screens:: As you wish .........

XO_Madred says:
@CO: We are within visual range of the Vulcan Marauder .........

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: still feeling mildly sick from all of this :: XO:  On screen.  Prepare to fire.

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: Boosting power.  ::Increases transporter power another 13%

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the captain once agains phases in on the DEL this this time more solid......

XO_Madred says:
@::puts the vessel on screen:: CO: They have minimal life support, weapons appear to be down ....... no shields to speak of.  I have 51 life signs.  Shall I fire?

CTO_Psion says:
CEO: Could we allocate any more power?

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: almost goes blank :: XO:  Weapons?

XO_Grant says:
:: holds up padd with message to Captain; Your quantum signature is ...::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: I reccomend we try to badge him sir.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@XO:  A klingon doesn't murder the helpless.

CEOLefler says:
CTO: All I have left is lifesupport. You can take that offline for a few minutes

XO_Grant says:
Mr.Lynham: Flood us again with tachyons

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: Looks at Grant... reading the quantum signature is .... what??? ::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir. ::Floods bridge with tachyons::

XO_Madred says:
@CO: They appear down sir ............ ::looks at Kem'et:: CO: Are you insane ..... they are Vulcans.  You are more aware than most what they are capable of.  Think of your father, the house of Aral ..........

XO_Grant says:
:: Padd says quantum signature is 563.2111::

CEOLefler says:
::Transfers power from Lifesupport to Help Psion::

CMORevvik says:
::head throbs again, even worse than before...puts one knee on the ground::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: Happy his father's name still means something :: XO:  Move away from the console now.  I want to do this personally.  :: walks over to Tac station.

XO_Grant says:
::PADD continues: tune a transporter's Heisenberg Compensator with that signature::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: The Captain starts phasing out as he walks to the Tac station

XO_Madred says:
@::hovers his hand over the fire button:: CO: I am picking up a minor increase in power from the Vulcan ship ..... we are within range.  ::ehars the order and smiles and nods:: CO: aye sir ...........

XO_Madred says:
@::Steps away from his console::

XO_Madred says:
@::watches the CO phase slightly::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: The captain appears on the bridge of the Delphyne 

CTO_Psion says:
::Feeling the doctor's ill ease::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: more solid this time

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: moves toward the console, quickly makes modifications to the ships variance transporter.::

FCO_Wall says:
::taps adjustments to course::

CTO_Psion says:
XO: I do not believe Mr. Revvik is feeling well.

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: hits the fire button to give Jafo something to watch ::

XO_Madred says:
@::sees what he is doing and draws his phaser:: CO:With those modification shtey could .................

CTO_Psion says:
*Revvik* Status report?

XO_Grant says:
Mr.Lynham:Focus the tachyon beam with that signature at the captain's chair

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir.

XO_Madred says:
@::looks up at the viewscreen as the Vulcan ship exchanges fire with them::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: The tachyon beam is focused on the captains chair

OPS_Lynam says:
::Focuses beamon captain's chair::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: continues programming changes ::

CMORevvik says:
::turns to nurse..:: NUrse: I'm relieving myself... *Psion* I am relieving my self...

FCO_Wall says:
::notices the capt more so now and heard the com about Revvik::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: draws phaser and stuns Jafo ::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTON: The captain appears on the bridge

XO_Madred says:
@::falls just as the Quantum Slipstream torpedos from the Vulcan ship impact the Frampton::

CTO_Psion says:
::Acknowledged Mr. Revvik::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: activates program and continuos fire pattern on the Vulcan ship ::

XO_Grant says:
Captain: Are you here to stay sir?

XO_Madred says:
@::rolls over and it is clear to Kem'et his phaser was not set on stun ..... if it even has a stun setting::

CMORevvik says:
::heads down the hall into a TL::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the captain stays

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Captain. would you put that finely crafted badge on please sir?

FCO_Wall says:
CO: Capt!! Welcom back ::thinks releived::

XO_Grant says:
FCO: Warp one to the beacon now!

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: sees Madred's body fade away :: XO:  I think so.

XO_Madred says:
@::fades from Kemet's view as universe fades::

Host CO_Kemet says:
XO:  Get us out of here fast!  Is everyone else on board?

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye ::engages warp::

XO_Grant says:
CO: yes sir

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans ship for other missing crew.::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Requests status report from all sections::

Host CO_Kemet says:
@:: hopes the evasion course that he programmed in will get that Jafo to safety ::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION : internal sensors indicate everyone is aboard

CEOLefler says:
::Looks at Lynam:: Lynam: Well that was certainly interesting.

Host CO_Kemet says:
XO:  Get us out of here fast.

FCO_Wall says:
Self: yes alright!

XO_Grant says:
fco: engage that warp course

CTO_Psion says:
CO/XO: All crew accounted for.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: All sections report ready, and most importantly, manned.

FCO_Wall says:
XO: already did...

XO_Grant says:
Cto: acknowledged

CMORevvik says:
::the TL hums shortly then stops...  Revvik walks down a corridor and around a corner.  Enters Quarters::

XO_Grant says:
:: feels surge of power from warp drive

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO:  yep, fastest desin and assembly line in Human history.

Host CO_Kemet says:
XO:  Plot a course around this thing, and setup a warning bouy.

XO_Grant says:
CTO: return to your station, prepare to fire those torpedoes

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: And we didnt even have to tall everyone they were just duds that looked good. ::Smiles widely::

CTO_Psion says:
XO: Aye sir. ::Moves to tactical::

XO_Grant says:
CO: warning probe is ready already

CTO_Psion says:
::Prepares torpedoes::

XO_Grant says:
:: sees open space as ship begins to clear the cloud::

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Duds?  Whataya mea....::Looks injured::

FCO_Wall says:
CO/XO: we are clear of the cloud ::looks up at viewscreen::

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for ships::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: as they clear the cloud all systems show fully operational

CEOLefler says:
Lynam: Just kidding. ::Slaps Lynam on the back::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: direct the tachyon beam into the center of the cloud

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: wonders what happened in the 'other place'.::

CTO_Psion says:
::Checks communications::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: FOr 2 seconds

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: happy that his crew is fine here though ::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir. :: Looks warily at lefler::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: cease the beam

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Directs beam into cloud for two seconds::

XO_Grant says:
CTO: Fire those torpedoes and the warning probe/buoy , torpedoes are to enter a tight spherical pattern then detonate simultaneously

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: watches the crew work, not really knowing what is happening right now ::

XO_Grant says:
CO: we are going to try to implode this cloud

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.  ::Targets torpedoes, configures pattern detonation...and fires::

XO_Grant says:
FCO: bring us to impulse before firing ofcourse

Host CO_Kemet says:
XO:  Go right ahead.  You're going to have to fill me in on this cloud, or gaseous anomaly or whatever later.

XO_Grant says:
CO: will do , just glad you are back sir

CTO_Psion says:
::Prepares probe and launches::

XO_Grant says:
FCO: resume warp one ,this time course is nearest federation outpost

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: nods to the XO, still feeling strange ::

XO_Grant says:
CTO: moniter the implosion, report the results

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: If we hurry we can catch that warning probe we sent.

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye, gladly sir

CTO_Psion says:
::Scanning::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: we can always broadcast a report to Starfleet when we are done

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: I mean the one sent toward the colony.

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Implosion appears to be proceeding nominally.

XO_Grant says:
OPS: Of course

XO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged

FCO_Wall says:
::watches implosion on viewscreen::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Yet I cannot gaurantee the dissolution of the anomaly.

XO_Grant says:
:: observes the cloud shrinking on the viewscreen::

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: watches the cloud shrinking ::

XO_Grant says:
CTO: still a good job if cloud is no longer a threat to shipping in the area

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: wonders what it would have been like to be stuck there, then smiles... knowing there were great battles ::

CTO_Psion says:
::Maintains scans::

XO_Grant says:
:: prepares an updated warning message for Starfleet and civilian vessels concerning the cloud::

FCO_Wall says:
::turn to face CO/XO:: Eta 30 min to federation outpost

XO_Grant says:
OPS: Here is text of updated warning message , you can program new message to probe/buoy from here

XO_Grant says:
FCO: Acknowledged

CEOLefler says:
XO: Well I guess I'll get back to Engineering.

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: nods to the FCO ::

XO_Grant says:
CEO: good job

CTO_Psion says:
::Revvik...are you in need of medical attention?::

Host CO_Kemet says:
XO:  You have the bridge.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir, although I thought "Nevermind" kind of sums it up. :;Smiles::

CEOLefler says:
::Nods at XO and walks into TL::

XO_Grant says:
Mr.Lynham: good job with the badges and the tachyon beam

OPS_Lynam says:
::Programs new message::

Host CO_Kemet says:
ALL:  I'll be in the RR. :: wanting, needing some privacy to sort through events.::

CTO_Psion says:
::Revvik.....?::

XO_Grant says:
CO: do you want us to stop by the outpost or just fly past while we resume our patrol?

CMORevvik says:
::psion... no i will be fine... all I need is meditation and rest::

FCO_Wall says:
::notices capt look perplexed::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Thank you sir, couldn't have done it without the Chief though.

XO_Grant says:
OPS: your modesty is noted

Host CO_Kemet says:
XO:  Stop there.  We'll restock and report in.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Grins::

Host CO_Kemet says:
:: turning before leaving :: ALL:  Good job guys.  Thanks for bringing me home. :: exits to RR ::

XO_Grant says:
CO: Yes sir

XO_Grant says:
FCO: ON ward to the Outpost

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: personally I like these better than the standard issue, the blue kinda brings out my eyes.

FCO_Wall says:
*Revvik*: how you doing, how about I stop by after my shift over to check on you?

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye

XO_Grant says:
OPS: request orbital clearance from the outpost , and prepare a requisition list for my review.

CMORevvik says:
*Wall* that would be acceptable...

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Yes sir.

CMORevvik says:
::sitting on couch drinking spice tea::

FCO_Wall says:
::wonders whats up with Revvik::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><
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